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President Election Effect on Business Aviation
• 2008: Corporate Jet is symbol of corporate greed
‒

Ford and GM CEOs criticized for business aircraft use

‒

“Fat Cat CEO playing golf on the corporate jet” articles

‒

Then President uses “corporate jet owner” like a curse word

• 2016: A president with his own business jet is elected
• 2017: TCJA primarily favorable changes

6
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The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA)
• Most provisions effective January 1, 2018
• The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) Tax and
Regulatory Committee has requested further guidance and submitted
comments in several areas: Business Entertainment, commuting, FET,
bonus depreciation

7
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TCJA Pros and Cons

CONS:
•

Loss of 1031 Like-Kind Exchanges for personal property

•

Loss of commuting deduction

•

Loss of business entertainment deduction

•

Limitation on excess business losses

•

Limitation on business interest expense

•

No employee business expenses, hobby loss, or investment expenses

PROS:
•

Bonus Depreciation for both new and “used” aircraft

•

Lower tax rates

•

FET fix

8
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Miscellaneous TCJA Changes
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Section 4960 Federal Excise Tax (FET)
Payments for owner flights exempt!

• TCJA exempts from federal excise tax payments for aircraft management services
for flights by aircraft owner on his/her own aircraft.
• NBAA/NATA requested guidance from IRS/Treasury on:

10

‒

Payments from owner should include payments by parties related to owner

‒

Owner flights conducted under Part 135 should be exempt

‒

Fact that owner aircraft is available for 3rd party charter shouldn’t impact the exemption.

‒

Treatment of varying payment arrangements for aircraft management

‒

Aircraft management expenses not listed in statute

10

Limitation on Excess Business Loss for NonCorporate Taxpayers

•

Limitation affects individuals, trusts and estates

•

Aggregate deductions less aggregate gains and income, plus an “allowable amount”
‒

Currently $250,000 for individuals and $500,000 for joint returns

•

Losses from partnerships and S-Corps applied at partner or shareholder level

•

Excess business losses now treated as a net operating loss (NOL) carryforward

•

New NOL rule: Beginning in tax year 2017, NOLs may only be carried forward (opposed
to backward) indefinitely, and may be used to offset only up to 80% of taxable income
‒

11

Applies to all taxpayers, NOT just non-corporate taxpayers
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Deduction Limitation for Business Interest
Expense 163(j)

• Disallows the business interest expense deduction in excess of the
sum of:
• Business Interest Income;
• 30% of the business’s “adjusted taxable income “(ATI); and
• Floor plan financing interest
• Subject to certain exceptions

12
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Loss of other deductions
• No employee business expense allowed as an itemized deduction.
Prior law allowed subject to “2% floor”.
• Absolutely no Hobby expenses allowed. Prior law allowed expenses
up to amount of revenue. Now revenue will be taxed.
• Similarly, no deductions allowed with respect to investments

13
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Bonus Depreciation

14
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Bonus Depreciation
Must qualify for MACRS
•

Depreciable property may be required to be depreciated under ADS for several reasons, including if it
is used predominately outside the US or:
‒
Aircraft Not Used Predominantly (i.e., more than 50% of the time) for Qualified Business Uses
(“QBU”);
25% QBU Test


The three types of uses excluded for purposes of the 25% test are:
•
•

•
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the leasing of the aircraft to any person who owns 5% or more of the taxpayer, or to any related
person (within the meaning of Section 267(b) of the IRC)
use of the aircraft to provide compensation (i.e., to provide personal, non business-use flights
without reimbursement at fair market rates) to any person who owns 5% or more of the company, or to
any related person (e.g., a flight for which income is imputed to a 5% owner under SIFL)
use of the aircraft to provide compensation to any other person unless an amount is included
in the gross income of such person with respect to such use of the aircraft, and any required income
tax was withheld (e.g., SIFL)

50% QB Test
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Bonus Depreciation
• Proposed Regulations Section 1.168(k)-1 implement the changes to
Bonus Depreciation made by the 2017 Act on August 8, 2018 (the
“Proposed Rules”).
• The deadline for submission of public comments to the Proposed
Rules was October 9, 2018.
• Final action on the Proposed Rules is pending.

16
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Bonus Depreciation
Accounting Mechanics
•

Depreciation deduction for the taxable year in which the Aircraft is placed in service
equal to a percentage of the adjusted basis (i.e., after adjustments under other
sections of the Code (e.g., IRC Section 179)).

•

Phased out percentage depends on year “placed in service” e.g. ready for the use
intended

•

Exception: for Properties Having Long Production Periods that are placed in service in
the extension year, the Bonus Depreciation allowance applies only to adjusted basis
attributable to manufacture, construction, or production before January 1 of the
extension year.

17

Bonus Depreciation
MACRS Schedules
•

•

18

Asset Class 00.21
‒

Airplanes and Helicopters

‒

Six Year Class Life

‒

Five Year MACRS Recovery Period

Asset Class 45.00
‒

Commercial - Air Transport

‒

Twelve Year Class Life

‒

Seven Year MACRS Recovery Period
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Bonus Depreciation Update
Mechanics

19

•

Remaining basis after deducting the appropriate bonus depreciation allowance
is depreciated under MACRS as provided in prior slide.

•

E.G. an aircraft placed in service during a 50% Bonus Depreciation year is
depreciable under a five-year MACRS depreciation schedule, and the half-year
convention, total first year deduction is 60% (i.e., 50% Bonus Depreciation
Allowance, plus 20% of the remaining 50% under MACRS.
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Bonus Depreciation
What is “Certain Property”?
–
–
–
–
–
–

20

are acquired by the taxpayer (or acquired pursuant to a written contract entered
into) before January 1, 2027;
are placed in service by the taxpayer before January 1, 2028;
are not “Transportation Property” (commercial such as charter) other than for agricultural or
firefighting purposes;
on which such purchaser, at the time of the contract for purchase, has made a
nonrefundable deposit of the lesser of 10% of the purchase price, or $100,000;
have an estimated production period exceeding 4 months; and
have a cost exceeding $200,000.
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Bonus Depreciation
What is “Property Having Long Production Periods”?
–

be acquired by the taxpayer (or acquired pursuant to a written contract entered into) before January 1,
2027;

–
–

be placed in service by the taxpayer before January 1, 2028;
either have a recovery period of at least 10 years (aircraft generally have shorter recovery periods) or
be “Transportation Property”;
the property must be subject to IRC Section 263(A) (which applies to real or tangible personal property
produced by the taxpayer); and
the property must have an estimated production period (i.e., the time from the date production actually
begins until the date the aircraft is ready to be placed in service) exceeding 1 year, and a cost
exceeding $1,000,000. This last requirement will eliminate many business-class aircraft that are

–
–

“Transportation Property” and are placed in service in an extension year from qualifying
for Bonus Depreciation - few corporate jets actually have production periods exceeding
1 year.

21
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance
(IRS)

22
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Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)
• Personal Entertainment Use
• Summary: American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 (“AJCA”) requires
taxpayers to disallow the cost of Personal Entertainment flights
provided to “specified individuals”.
‒

This calculation becomes a percentage of aircraft use

‒

May result in a significant tax deduction disallowance

• Most companies have flights which involve “Personal Entertainment”
• Specific IRS methods for calculating the Disallowed Costs
• Not all personal flights are entertainment flights

23
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)

The Three Buckets – until 2018!!

B

PNE

PE

Business

Personal Non
Entertainment

Personal
Entertainment

SIFL Form W-2

No

Yes

Yes

Deductible

Yes

Yes

No

* More may be coming with TCJA changes

24
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)

Examples of PE and PNE
Personal Entertainment (“PE”)

Personal Non-Entertainment (“PNE”)

•

Vacations and Resort Destinations

•

Funerals (family only?)

•

Spectator Sports

•

Travel to outside boards

•

Hunting, Fishing, Golfing, Skiing

•

Medical travel

•

Holiday Travel

•

Charity work

•

Personal Shopping Trips

•

•

Sightseeing

•

Travel to meet with personal business
managers
Taking children to visit colleges

Sources: enter sources here

25
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)

Costs included in Disallowance Pool for PNE

• Aircraft Tax Depreciation, Lease Payments, Interest payments
• Aircraft Improvements & Upgrades
• Maintenance Costs, Insurance, Hangar, Security and Utilities
• Aviation salaries, benefits and training
• Management, Trip and Handling Fees
• All other costs related to operation and ownership

Sources: enter sources here
#SDC19 | 26
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)
The four methods
• Occupied Seat Miles
• Occupied Seat Hours
• Flight by Flight Miles
• Flight by Flight Hours

• Can use best result every year

Sources: enter sources here

27
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Personal Entertainment Disallowance (IRS)
Special Rules

• Only applies to Specified Individuals and their guests
• Ghosting Deadheads
‒
‒
‒

All flights must be counted including deadheads
Beginning and ending deadhead are easy to attribute
Middle deadheads cause issues and calculating them is challenging

• Aggregation of Aircraft- default is not to aggregate
• Leases to third parties
• Optional straight line depreciation
Sources: enter sources here
#SDC19 | 28
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Commuting and Business
Entertainment Disallowance

29
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Tax Cut and Jobs Act
Two Section 274 Deduction changes indirectly related to Aircraft
• “Commuting”
• Business Entertainment

2

30
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Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

31

•

§274 has been amended to add a new subsection, 274(l), which denies any
deduction for commuting by employees

•

New language: (l) In general, No deduction shall be allowed under this
chapter for any expense incurred for providing any transportation, or other
payment or reimbursement, to an employee of the taxpayer in connection
with travel between the employee’s residence and place of employment,
except as necessary for ensuring the safety of the employee

•

NBAA has requested guidance on this topic

31

Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

32

•

(l) In general, No deduction shall be allowed under this chapter for any
expense incurred for providing any transportation… between the employee’s
residence and place of employment

•

Prior to the TCJA, employee commuting expenses were deductible to the
employer as a compensatory fringe benefit (i.e., SIFL’d). Note that personal
entertainment expenses were not deductible since 2005.

•

NBAA has requested guidance on this topic

32

Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

Literal Reading: To Whom Does This Apply?

33

•

When this change to §274 first came about, it was clear that common law
employees subject to employment taxes are definitely subject to the new law

•

But there was speculation that those who were not employees would not be
subject to the change
–

S Corp shareholders (because treated like partners for fringe benefit purposes)

–

Partners or members of entities reportable as partnerships

–

Sole proprietors

–

Independent contractors

•

Key word employee §1.61-21(4)(ii): Could this apply to include all workers?

•

No specific guidance had/has been issued

33

Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

Safety of the employee

34

•

New language: (l) In general, No deduction shall be allowed under this chapter for any
expense incurred for providing any transportation, or other payment or reimbursement,
to an employee of the taxpayer in connection with travel between the employee’s
residence and place of employment, except as necessary for ensuring the safety of
the employee

•

No new language or definition of what “safety of the employee” means

•

Existing regulations at §1.132-5(m) Employer-provided transportation for security
concerns
–

Bona fide business oriented security concern exists only if the facts and circumstances
establish a specific basis for concern regarding the safety of the employee

–

Employer must establish an overall security program

34

Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

Safety of the employee
•

35

Existing regulations at §1.132-5(m) Employer-provided transportation for security
concerns
–

Protect the employee on a 24-hour basis and covers workplace and residence,

–

Or

–

Independent security study

–

(Reduced SIFL aircraft multiple = 200% results)

35

Prohibition on Deduction of Employees’
Commuting Expenses

What is the non-deductible cost exactly?
•

Expenses from St. Louis to Chicago = $100,000
–

Is all of this non-deductible if transportation provided by employer?

–

Does the amount of SIFL imputed income get subtracted from the disallowance as it is for a
personal entertainment flight?

–

For non-employee commuting passengers, is the answer the same?

–

Is it only the additional costs added to a multi-leg trip?

–

If a trip is business even though from a location where there is a residence to a location where
there is an office, do the new deduction disallowance rules still apply?

10

36
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Commuting Example 1
• Chicago is the Monday – Friday primary work location.
• Our executive’s primary residence is in St. Louis.
• On Friday morning the executive, his spouse, and several managers
fly the company jet to Atlanta, GA for a business meeting.
• The managers remain in Atlanta after the meeting and travel
separately home to Chicago, but the executive and his spouse travel
to St. Louis for the weekend.
• On Monday the executive and spouse commute back to Chicago for
the executive’s work flying commercially at the executive’s expense.

38
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Commuting Example 1

39

•

Managers – Business flight to/from Atlanta

•

Executive – Business flight to Atlanta, business flight to St. Louis because
shorter than flight back to Chicago.If the executive had traveled on the
employer aircraft back to Chicago, then there would be SIFL for the
additional travel incurred as compared to direct travel from Atlanta to
Chicago which would have been the business flight. In that case, likely
the commuting disallowance would apply to some or all of the leg from St.
Louis to Chicago.

•

Executive’s spouse – NBNE or Entertainment depending on what
activities she engage in at the destinations.

#BizAvTaxes |
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Commuting Example 2
• Chicago is the Monday – Friday primary work location.
• The business is outdoor sports equipment.
• Our executive has a second home in Vail, CO.
• On a Friday in February the executive and his spouse travel to their
Vail home for the weekend and not for any planned business purpose.

40
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Commuting Example 2
• Executive: Commuting – Costs are disallowed, he incurs SIFL
• Executive’s spouse: NBNE or Entertainment depending on what
activities she engaged in at the destination, executive always incurs
SIFL

41
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Poll Question
After the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which flights remain fully
deductible?
1. Commuting flights with no security concerns
2. Personal entertainment of specified employees
3. Business entertainment
4. The personal non-entertainment, non-commuting business of the CEO
5. None of the above

42
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Business Entertainment
• Section 274(a) now denies the deduction of business entertainment
even if directly related or associated with the active conduct of business.
• (However, such travel is still not taxable to the executive engaged in the
business entertainment if it meets the Section 132(d) requirements for
“working condition fringe”. IRS position is that Section 274(a) need not be
met to exclude from income. In other words, the new provision just
provides to deductions, and not section n132(d).
• (Previously, business entertainment as described above was not subject
to the 100% disallowance of Section 274(a). Business entertainment air
travel previously could have been subject to the Section 274(n) 50%
disallowance but for the fact that Congress apparently had exempted
transportation to business entertainment from that particular disallowance)
Section 1.162-25T of the regulations

43
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Business Entertainment
Definition of Entertainment
• Section 1.274-2(b)(1) (Old Regulations) defines entertainment using an
objective test, as:
‒

44

An activity of a type generally considered to constitute entertainment,
amusement, or recreation, such as entertaining at night clubs, cocktail
lounges, theaters, country clubs, golf and athletic clubs, sporting events,
and on hunting, fishing, vacation and similar trips. Similar activities relating
solely to the taxpayer’s family also may constitute entertainment.
Entertainment may include an activity that satisfies the personal living or
family needs of an individual, such as providing food and beverages or a
hotel suite to a business customer or the customer’s family.

44

Business Entertainment
• Definition of Entertainment
‒

45

Entertainment does not include activities that are clearly not regarded as
constituting entertainment, such as the provision of supper money by an
employer to an employee working overtime, the maintenance of a hotel
room by an employer for lodging of an employee while in business travel
status, or the use of an automobile in the active conduct of a trade or
business even though also used for routine personal purposes such as
commuting to and from work.

45

Business Entertainment
• Definition of Entertainment
‒

46

Objective test. An objective test shall be used to determine whether an
activity is of a type generally considered to constitute entertainment. Thus,
if an activity is generally considered to be entertainment, it will constitute
entertainment for purposes of this section and section 274(a) regardless of
whether the expenditure can also be described otherwise, and even
though the expenditure relates to the taxpayer alone. This objective test
precludes arguments such as that “entertainment” means only
entertainment of others or that an expenditure for entertainment should be
characterized as an expenditure for advertising or public relations.

46

Business Entertainment
• Definition of Entertainment
‒

47

However, in applying this test the taxpayer's trade or business shall be
considered. Thus, although attending a theatrical performance would
generally be considered entertainment, it would not be so considered in
the case of a professional theater critic, attending in his professional
capacity. Similarly, if a manufacturer of dresses conducts a fashion show
to introduce his products to a group of store buyers, the show would not be
generally considered to constitute entertainment. However, if an appliance
distributor conducts a fashion show for the wives of his retailers, the
fashion show would be generally considered to constitute entertainment.

47

Business Entertainment Cases
• Parties are entertainment

48

‒

MOORE v. U.S., 78 AFTR 2d 96-5501 (943 F Supp 603, 96-2 USTC P
50413) 6/06/1996: Large expensive annual party for real estate
salespersons is entertainment. However, the entertainment was deductible
because “clear business setting” criteria met – party was advertising or
publicity not just for the purpose of general goodwill – sales increased by
multiples thereafter, and attendees had no meaningful social relationship
otherwise

‒

ST. PETERSBURG BK. & TR. CO. v. U.S., 32 AFTR 2d 73-5679, (DCFL), 08/27/1973: Parties hosted by bank president were entertainment,
but did not meet directly related test

48

Business Entertainment Cases
• Examples of Entertainment
‒

49

JOSE G. HENAO, TC Summary Opinion 2016-7, 02/8/2016: Dinner
cruise tickets constitute entertainment. Also, providing food and
beverages to customers, and Marriott Waikiki Resort & Spa gift certificates
totaling $450, redeemable at a resort property, presumably for resort
activities or lodging, is “Entertainment”.

49

Business Entertainment and Section 162
•

50

Business vs Personal Section 162 / Section 274(a)
‒

CHURCHILL DOWNS, INC. AND SUBS. v. COMM., 90 AFTR 2d 2002-6615 (307 F3d 423),
10/08/2002: Hospitality tent, brunches, receptions, gala, winners dinner, press refreshments,
are “Entertainment” to Churchill Downs. Not exempt from definition of “Entertainment” due to
relationship to horse racing business – not similar to theatre critic attending the theatre.
However, expenses did meet both section 162 and “directly related” tests for partial deduction.

‒

WALLISER, 72 TC 433, 06/07/1979: Bank officer responsible for marketing loans, participated
guided vacation tours with sightseeing and recreational activities, attended primarily by builders
because social relationships with builders established on the tours generated loan business –
Held to be ordinary and necessary business expenses. Sec. 162(a)(2), I.R.C. 1954. However,
vacation tours constituted an "entertainment, amusement, or recreation" activity despite the fact
bank officer did not enjoy the Tours. Tours did not meet “directly related to” or “Associated” tests
and therefore not deductible pursuant to section 274(a).
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Business Entertainment and Section 162
• Business vs Personal Section 162 / Section 274(a)
‒

Hippodrome Oldsmobile, Inc. v. U.S. 31 AFTR 2d 73-857 02/27/73:
Entertainment of customers on boat where customers had to raise the subject
to taxpayers products did not meet “directly related to” or ‘associated” test. Use
did meet section 162 because the purpose was to create “good will”.

‒

TOWNSEND INDUSTRIES, INC. v. U.S., 342 F.3d 890 9/15/2003: Four day
fishing trip in Canada, following two day business meeting, treated as wages
reversed and characterized as deductible business trip. Although no real
agenda or business meeting during fishing trip, favorable decision was based
on perception of the trip by employees, evidence that business discussions
took place throughout, product just released, and no spouses or family. Fishing
trip subject to Section 274(a) requirements as “Entertainment”
30

51
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Business Entertainment - Meals
• Notice 2018-76

52

‒

Related congressional reports cited in these cases and applies to old law where
deduction was available because associated or directly related to: “if the taxpayer
conducts substantial negotiations with a group of business associates and that evening
entertains that group and their wives at a restaurant, theater, concert or sporting
event, such entertainment expenses, if associated with the active conduct of the
taxpayer's business, will be deductible even though the purpose of the entertainment is
merely to promote goodwill in such business.”

‒

Notice 2018-76 provides relief for meals which meet section 162, are not lavish or
extravagant, provided to current or prospective client, customer, consultant, or
similar business contact, and purchased separately from any other entertainment.
These meals will be subject to the 50% disallowance only.

52

Business Entertainment
• Definition of Entertainment - Summary

53

‒

Objective Standard – Not whether individual actually was “entertained,
amused, or recreated”. Subjective Standard – consider individual’s
occupation/business

‒

Specific examples of Entertainment: night clubs, cocktail lounges, theaters,
country clubs, golf and athletic clubs, sporting events, and on hunting,
fishing, vacation, and similar trips, parties, resorts, 6 month winter
residence, safari, restaurants

‒

Entertainment is still business if a section 162 purpose and thus not
included in executive’s income, although now not deductible to the
employer.

53

Business Entertainment – Amount Disallowed
• What is the proper allocation for the Business Entertainment expenses
given that some expenses of an aircraft are deductible?
‒

Is the Primary Purpose of the trip the proper standard so that either the
entire trip is deductible or not?

‒

Should the method under the Section 274(e)(2) and (9) rules for Personal
Entertainment be used eg flight hour or mile, occupied seat hours or
miles?

TAM 9608004 20% of depreciation and full expens es of aircraft related to entertainment travel to fishing lodge dis allowed

54
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Business Entertainment – Section 274(e)(5)
• Section 274(e)(5) exception – 100% Deduction
‒

Expenses incurred by a taxpayer which are directly related to business
meetings of his employees, stockholders, agents (partners), or directors.
Section 274(e)(5).

‒

This is a substantial ongoing exception to the new business entertainment
disallowance. All entertainment expenses, e.g. theatre, golf fees,
kayaking, skiing, super-bowl, spa, are 100% deductible

Section 1.274-2(f)(2)(vi)

55
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Business Entertainment – Section 274(e)(4)
• Section 274(e)(4) exception – 100% Deduction
‒

Expenses for recreational, social, or similar activities (including facilities therefor)
primarily for the benefit of employees (other than employees who are highly
compensated employees within the meaning of section 414(q) $125,000 for 2019).
For purposes of this paragraph, an individual owning less than a 10-percent interest
in the taxpayer’s trade or business shall not be considered a shareholder or other
owner, and for such purposes an individual shall be treated as owning any interest
owned by a member of his family (within the meaning of section 267(c)(4)).

‒

This is a substantial ongoing exception to the new business entertainment
disallowance. All entertainment expenses, e.g. theatre, golf fees, kayaking, skiing,
super-bowl, meals are 100% deductible

S e c tio n 1.274-2(f)(2)(v)

56
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Business Entertainment-Section 274(e)(4)
• AMERICAN BUSINESS SERVICE CORP. v. COMMR., 93 TC 449, Code
Sec(s) 162; 274, 10/03/1989

57

‒

BUSINESS EXPENSES-Entertainment expenses-employer's entertainment of
employees. Entertainment expense deduction allowed for fees to charter boats for
cruises supplied to permanent, but not the numerous temporary, employees.
Although court rejected taxpayer's argument that temporary workers weren't
employees, deduction was allowed for expenses primarily for employees' benefit.
Deduction under statute doesn't require that all employees have access to
recreational facilities, as long as access is based on nondiscriminatory, reasonable,
and realistic method of selecting participants.

‒

Take-away: Reasonableness allowed. Not all employees must be offered access,
and in this case, the majority of employees were not aware of the boat.

57

Business Entertainment - Section 274(e)(4)
• Harry L. Snyder, et al., TC Memo 1983-692., Code Sec(s). 79; 105;
162; 164; 212; 267; 269; 274; 301; 1012; 6653(a); 7442, 11/23/1983
‒

58

NONDEDUCTIBLE ITEMS-Disallowance of certain entertainment, gift, and
travel expenses – cost of entertainment facilities. Corp. denied deduction
for maintenance of riding horses; expenditures were constructive dividend
to shareholder whose family used horses. Taxpayer didn’t show use of
horses by employees other than shareholder’s children.
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Business Entertainment – Section 274(e)(4)
• Edilberto R. Beltran, TC Memo 1982-153., Code Sec(s). 162; 183; 274,
03/25/1982
‒

Christmas party for nurses employed by corporation deductible

• William L. McReavy, TC Memo 1989-172., Code Sec(s). 162; 274;
301; 6653, 04/17/1989
‒
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Daughters wedding not deductible
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Business Entertainment Example 1
• All Entertainment with business discussion
• Executive travels to Phoenix to meet with other colleagues and
customers to play golf and to discuss business
• Purposes is to golf at resort with other colleagues and customers
• Future business projects are discussed while playing

40
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Business Entertainment Example 1
• All Entertainment with business discussion
• This trip is excluded from the Executive’s taxable income because it
has a good business purpose
• Therefore, section 274(e)(2) does not apply. Section 274(e)(2) applies
only to entertainment included in income.
• However, new Business Entertainment rules will disallow
• No real argument that this trip was not Business Entertainment now
disallowed pursuant to section 274(a) because the prior exemption for
travel directly associated or related to the active conduct of business
is gone and this trip was pure entertainment.
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Business Entertainment Example 2
• All Entertainment
• Executive travels to Phoenix to meet with other work colleagues with
whom he has long time relationship
• Purposes is to golf at resort
• No real business discussion takes place or were planned
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Business Entertainment Example 2
• All Entertainment
• Difficult to not include this trip in the Executive’s income because it is not a
“working condition fringe” under section 132(d) – not enough business purpose
• Purpose was solely to play golf at resort
• No real business discussions took place or were planned
• Therefore, the section 274(e)(2) disallowance for Personal Entertainment
applies. If the Executive is a specified employee there will be a deduction
disallowance
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Business Entertainment Example 3
• Both Entertainment and non-entertainment activities
• Executive travels to Los Angeles to have two days of business
meetings Thursday and Friday
• Executive will go to a Charitable Gala Saturday night
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Business Entertainment Example 3
• Both Entertainment and non-entertainment activities
• Trip is not imputed in income because section 132(d) “working
condition fringe” criteria is met due to two days of business meeting
• If “primary purpose” is applicable to judging whether a trip is Business
Entertainment, like it is for Personal Entertainment, then no cost of
flight is disallowed under new section 274(a) rules. Furthermore, it
may be that a charitable gala is not even considered “Entertainment”
because IRS has suggested that charitable events are not
Entertainment.
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Business Entertainment Example 4
• Posh but not quite lavish or extravagant restaurant meals
• Executive travels to New York to meet with a current or prospective
customer exclusively to have dinner at a posh restaurant.
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Business Entertainment Example 4
• Posh but not quite lavish or extravagant restaurant meals
• IRS has provided temporary guidance stating generally that client or
customer meals are not Entertainment
• Thus, for now, transportation to a client or customer dinner will not be
subject to the Business Entertainment disallowance
• Travel to other types of entertaining Business Meals could be however
e.g. with other high paid colleagues
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Business Entertainment Example 5
• Mixed Entertainment and non-entertainment business
• Executive travels to New York to meet with business associates for two
days of meetings and then attend the Super Bowl and Super Bowl
parties on the weekend.
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Business Entertainment Example 5
• Mixed Entertainment and non-entertainment business
• No guidance yet on whether a proportional amount of the trip is subject
to the new Business Entertainment disallowance or whether the
“Primary Purpose of the Trip” analysis applies so that the disallowance
is “all or nothing”.
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Business Entertainment Example 6
• Section 274(e)(4) exception
• CEO travels to Las Vegas solely to attend annual company holiday
party.
• Absolutely no business is discussed
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Business Entertainment Example 6
• Section 274(e)(4) exception
• The Business Entertainment disallowance does not apply to the travel,
or for that matter, the cost of any party entertainment or food, due to
the exception provided by section 274(e)(4) for non-discriminatory
entertainment for employees
• Maybe “iffy” to exclude the trip from taxable income as “de-minimis” for
the typical employee that would incur the cost of the hotel and travel,
but for the CEO or HR annual party organizers, might be a “working
condition fringe” because attending these kind of events is part of their
job.
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Business Entertainment – IRS Guidance
• No definitive guidance at the current time on allocations for business
entertainment
• There likely will not be additional guidance on “what is entertainment”
• The position on meals provided by Notice 2018-76 will likely remain
• If there is no guidance on the amount to disallow, may well be reasonable
to use the same method as that for section 274(e)(2) and (9)
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State Tax
Group

Tax Treatment of Airplane Purchases After Tax Reform:
Maximizing Deductions for Business Aircraft Expenditures
State Income and Sales Tax and Aircraft Ownership
Presented by David P. Dorner and Brent K. Beissel
September 2019
Strafford

Reed Smith State Tax Group
Reed Smith’s State Tax Practice has more professionals exclusively focused on state tax issues than any other U.S.
law firm.
Reed Smith’s State Tax practice is acknowledged as a leading state tax practice in the United States, with more
than 40 dedicated state tax lawyers across seven domestic offices. Devoted to the full range of state tax matters,
we do more than address individual issues as they arise. Our emphasis is on building strong client relationships,
working to create innovative and comprehensive solutions that enable our clients to focus on moving ahead.
Our lawyers are from private practice, state government departments of revenue and attorneys general offices, the
private sector, in-house, and Big 4 public accounting firms. Some of our lawyers are also CPAs or have accounting
degrees and related experience. This deep and varied experience allows us to be more than just litigators; we are
tax advisors focused on reducing our clients’ tax expense to increase their bottom line.
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IMPACT OF THE TCJA ON STATE TAXATION OF
AIRCRAFT
100% Expensing
• Allows the buyer to write off 100% of the cost of acquiring an aircraft or equipment
• Effective for property both acquired and placed in service after September 27, 2017
• Deduction applies to the year the aircraft/equipment is placed in service
• Phase down of 20% per year begins in 2023
• Taxpayer cannot have had prior use of the aircraft
• Available for both new and pre-owned aircraft and equipment
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IMPACT OF THE TCJA ON STATE TAXATION OF
AIRCRAFT
Effects of 100% expensing on purchase market
• With the phase down of 100% expensing beginning in 2023, a flurry of activity has
begun
• Seller’s market for used aircraft
• TCJA makes state tax rates more impactful
Issues for purchasers
• Less time to contemplate and structure the purchase
• Less familiarity with state tax or a specific state’s rules
• Latent issues with purchase (lag time between purchase and audit)
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IMPACT OF THE TCJA ON STATE TAXATION OF
AIRCRAFT
The bottom line: organizations and individuals are quickly entering this industry for the
first time and state tax consequences may result.
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STATE TAXATION OF AIRCRAFT
Why (some) states like to tax aircraft
• Aircraft are easy to find
• Meticulous recordkeeping
• Big-ticket items
• Used in multiple states
• Likely to collect tax if due
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SALES TAX AND USE TAX
Tax Nexus: In which state(s) may you have a tax obligation?
• Sales Tax (Purchase state)
• Use Tax (Home state)
• Regular presence in other states
• Second (and third) homes
• Other office locations
• Extended visits / Overnights
• How many days to trigger use tax?
(1, 21, 30, 60 90, etc.)
• How do states know?
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• No General Sales or Use Tax
• Alaska*
• Delaware
• Montana
• New Hampshire
• Oregon*
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Exempt Aircraft
• Connecticut (6,000 pounds max take-off weight)
• Delaware (12,500 pounds max take-off weight)
•
•
•
•
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Maine (Until June 30, 2033 all aircraft are exempt)
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island

Reed Smith

AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Limited Tax
• Alabama (2% tax)
• New Mexico
– 50% deduction gross receipts subject to tax;
– 100% for NM manufacturers
• North Carolina ($2,500 max tax)
• Oklahoma (3.25% special aircraft excise tax)
• South Carolina ($500 max tax)
• Virginia (special aircraft tax of 2%)
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• “Flyaway” (export)
• A dozen or so states
• Nonresident
• Time restrictions for removal
• Registration in another state
• Re-entry limitations
• Filings with the state
•
•
•
•
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Purchase price limitations
Weight limitations
Manufactured or assembled in state
Seller restrictions

Reed Smith

AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• First Use / Interstate Commerce
• Aircraft is used outside the state for some period of time before being brought into the
state.
• Aircraft is used in interstate commerce before being brought into the state and remains
in interstate commerce.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• California
• Common carrier
• Purchased for use outside of California (“12-month rule”)
• Aircraft used in interstate & foreign Commerce
• Flyaway

• Florida
• Common carrier
• Purchased for use outside of Florida (“6-month rule”)
• Nonresident exemption
• Flyaway
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Purchase for Resale / Lease
• Deferral of tax
• Possibly in combination with common carrier exemption
• Registration of owner-lessor
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Typical attacks on resale/leasing structures
• Not a purchase for resale
• Lease revenue thresholds
• Ignoring formalities of leasing and corporate structures
–
–
–
–
–

Timely executed lease
Lease payments
Timely tax filings
Proper allocation of costs
Profit

• Fair market value of lease payments
– 1% FMV per month
– Divergent or intervening use (solely for lease)
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• State Challenges to Captive Leases
• Indiana Ltr. of Finding No. 04-20140321 (Jan. 1, 2015)
– In Letter of Finding No. 04-20140321, the Department of Revenue determined that the owner
and lessor of a claimed one-third interest in an aircraft did not qualify for Indiana’s purchase
for resale (lease) exemption, even though the owner/lessor was remitting Indiana sales tax
on the lease payments received for rentals of the aircraft, because the owner/lessor did not
provide sufficient evidence to establish (i) that it was “occupationally engaged” in the
business of leasing aircraft (e.g., insurance policies, flight logs, invoices, etc.) and (ii) that it
met the minimum revenue threshold to claim a resale exemption for aircraft acquired for
lease in Indiana, which requires annual gross lease revenue from the business of leasing
aircraft to be equal to or greater than 7.5% of the aircraft’s book value or net acquisition price
(see Ind. Code § 6-2.5-5-8(e)).
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Michigan (FMG Leasing)
– In FMG Leasing, LLC v. Mich. Dep’t of Treasury, No. 312448 (June 26, 2014), the
court held that an aircraft acquired to lease to related parties on very favorable terms
was not acquired for resale and therefore the owner (lessor) could not claim a resale
exemption on the aircraft’s purchase price and collect sales tax on the lease
payments. The court in support of its decision noted that the aircraft’s lease
payments ($80 an hour) could not generate a profit for its owner and that the owner
never marketed the aircraft to third parties.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Arkansas- Ark. Admin. Hearing Dec., Dkt. No. 19024 (Sept. 10, 2018)
– Arkansas holds that aircraft owner has responsibility for collecting sales tax on sale made through broker. In Hearing No. 19024, an
Arkansas aircraft owner sold an airplane to a purchaser through a third-party broker. Ark. Code Ann. § 26-52-505 requires sellers of
airplanes to register for a sales tax permit and to collect and remit tax on the sale. However, the aircraft owner did not do so here.
The purchaser, who was registered for the state sales tax, did not pay sales or use tax on the purchase and did not provide any
exemption certificate to the broker or aircraft owner. After receiving information from the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”)
regarding the sale, the Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration opened an audit that resulted in an assessment issued
to the aircraft owner. The aircraft owner protested the assessment but the Hearings Division upheld the assessment.
– In its protest, the aircraft owner claimed that the broker, who was engaged in the business of selling airplanes, should have properly
collected the sale tax on the sale that it performed on the owner’s behalf. However, the Hearings Division disagreed, holding that
section 26-52-505 makes the seller of an airplane strictly responsible for collecting and remitting sales tax. Thus, the aircraft owner’s
use of a third-party broker did not relieve the owner from its tax obligations.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Ohio (Pi in the Sky)
– In Pi In The Sky, LLC et al. v. Testa, Tax Comm’r, No. 20170236 (Dec. 7, 2018), the Ohio Supreme Court held that Pi In The Sky
LLC (“PITS”), a single member LLC formed for the purpose of purchasing and leasing an aircraft to its sole member, Mitchell’s Salon
and Day Spa, Inc. (“Mitchell’s”), was not purchased for resale (i.e., leasing) and was therefore subject to Ohio use tax based on the
purchase price of the aircraft (as opposed to the aircraft’s monthly lease payments). Mitchell’s owns and operates several hair
salons and spas in the greater Cincinnati area. Mitchell’s president is a licensed pilot.
– PITS appealed the assessment, arguing that the subsequent lease of the aircraft to Mitchell’s qualified the purchase of the aircraft as
an exempt purchase for resale. The Department argued that the sales-for-resale exemption did not apply because PITS was not
“engaged in business” as a reseller (lessor) required by the resale exemption.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Ohio (Pi in the Sky Cont.)
– According to the Department, PITS was not engaging in the business of leasing because:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PITS had not reported a business location apart from the personal residence of Mitchell’s president;
There was no evidence that leasing activity took place at the aircraft’s hangar;
The aircraft was never used by a third-party lessee;
There was no evidence that PITS ever marketed the aircraft for lease;
Many of the flights were to or from a lake house owned by Mitchell’s’ president;
The aircraft was purchased using personal funds of Mitchell’s’ president; and
The lease agreement between PITS and Mitchell’s lacked economic substance, such as arm’s-length rental rates.

– The Ohio Supreme Court found that PITS had not carried its burden to show that it satisfied the requirements of the
state’s sale-for-resale exemption. Because the Court determined that the aircraft did not qualify for the state’s resale
exemption, it declined to address whether PITS engaged in a sham transaction.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Ohio (Pi in the Sky Cont.)
• The Tax Commissioner claimed that the lease agreement was a sham (and the Board agreed), finding
that: (1) the lease agreement had no defined leased term, with each lease period commencing with the
delivery of the aircraft to the lessee and concluding with the return of the aircraft to the lessor of the
scheduled flight; (2) the lessor may approve or deny any lease/flight request of the lessee at the lessor’s
sole discretion; (3) the aircraft was leased at an hourly rate of $80.00 (although the lessee was
responsible for all costs of operating the aircraft, including maintenance, storage, insurance and pilot
services); (4) the aircraft lease was signed by the same person on behalf of both the lessor and lessee;
and (5) there was no attempt to lease the aircraft to third-party lessees or otherwise hold the aircraft out
for leasing.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• New Jersey, R.O.P. Aviation, Inc. v. Dir., Div. of Taxation (Case No. 001323-2018)
• Aircraft lessor files New Jersey Tax Court petition challenging corporation business tax assessment based on the Division of Taxation’s
adjustments to intercompany lease payments. The matter concerns an aircraft the owner-lessor dry-leased to an affiliate. The Division
audited the taxpayer and determined that the lease payments were at below arm’s-length prices. The Division applied a 10% markup to
the lease receipts. The Division also disallowed deductions claimed by the taxpayer for expenses in providing its aircraft leases. Thus,
the resulting adjustments had the double impact of increasing the taxpayer’s revenue and reducing its expenses, substantially
increasing taxpayer’s corporation business tax base. Making matters worse for the taxpayer, the Division also recomputed the
taxpayer’s net operating loss deduction by applying similar adjustments to prior years. The end result was an assessment just shy of $7
million.
• The taxpayer appealed within the Division and then to the Tax Court, where the case is currently pending. The taxpayer is challenging
the Division’s transfer pricing adjustments, because, in part, the Division failed to first establish that taxpayer’s net income was
distorted. The taxpayer is also challenging the Division’s methodology for adjusting the lease payments, claiming that no transfer pricing
expert was consulted and the Division lacked the expertise to make the transfer pricing adjustments. The taxpayer is further challenging
the Division’s authority to apply its transfer pricing adjustments to prior years, under a statute of limitations defense.
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Common Carrier / Commercial Use
• Definition of carrier
• Weight thresholds
• Generally, limited to sales/leases directly to carrier
• Use thresholds (all, 50%+, etc.)
• Examples of other state limitations
– Alabama (Hub operations)
– New Jersey (Principal place of operations in the state)
– Virginia (Scheduled air service on a continuing basis to one or more
Virginia airports)
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
• Trade-In
• Nonresident
• Florida: An aircraft owned by a nonresident is exempt from the use tax if the
aircraft enters and remains in Florida for less than a total of 21 days during
the 6-month period after the date of purchase (Fla. Stat. 212.08(7)(fff)).
• Wisconsin: An aircraft bought (or leased) and taxed out-of-state if the
owner or lessee is not a resident of Wisconsin (Wis. Stat. 77.53(17r).
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AIRCRAFT EXEMPTIONS
•
•
•
•
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Occasional Sale
Beneficial interest transfer
Credit for taxes paid to other states
Fractional shares (taxable / nontaxable / exempt?)
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DOCUMENTING EXEMPTIONS
•
•
•
•
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Resale
Common Carrier
Flyaway
Occasional Sale (Covenant/Condition precedent)
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AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION
• A number of states require registration of aircraft
• Aircraft based in the state (or in the state after so many days).
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TAKEAWAYS
• TCJA is causing new entrants into the aviation industry
• Aircraft are potentially subject to tax in multiple states
• Little uniformity among the states
• Careful and early tax planning is a must
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Reed Smith is a dynamic international law firm, dedicated to helping clients move their businesses forward.
Our belief is that by delivering smarter and more creative legal services, we will not only enrich our clients’ experiences with us, but also support them in
achieving their business goals.
Our long-standing relationships, international outlook, and collaborative structure make us the go-to partner for the speedy resolution of complex disputes,
transactions, and regulatory matters.
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